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Practise these words: 
walk live area

Wild Rabbits
If you go for a walk across a field or
in a wood, you might see wild rabbits. 
A wild rabbit has bright eyes and 
brown fur, so they look like pet rabbits. 
But their life is very different from 
a pet rabbit’s life!

How do wild rabbits look a bit like pet rabbits? 
Tick one box.

They have the same sort of eyes and fur.

They live in the same places as pet rabbits.

They have a different sort of life from pet rabbits.

Find and copy a word on this page that means the same  
as ‘shining’.
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Wild rabbits at home

Wild rabbits like to live in groups. They dig burrows, called 
warrens. A rabbit warren can be three metres deep, and 
it has lots of narrow tunnels. The tunnels help keep the 
rabbits safe from larger enemies such as foxes, badgers 
and large birds.

Find and copy a word on this page that means the same  
as ‘burrow’.

How do you think the tunnels help to keep the rabbits  
safe from larger enemies such as foxes, badgers and  
large birds? 
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What information does this page give us? 
Tick one box.

It tells us about what rabbits eat.

It shows us what a warren is like inside.

It gives lots of information about rabbits’ 
nesting areas.

Labels give us more information about part of a picture. 
Circle a label on this page, and write it down here.
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Nesting area Living areas Lots of tunnels

Inside a rabbit warren
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Danger!

Wild rabbits eat grass and small plants. 
They stay close to their warren while 
they are eating. 
If they spot an enemy, they make a loud 
thumping noise with their back legs. 
This warns the other rabbits. They run 
back to the warren to hide.

Why do wild rabbits sometimes make a thumping noise?

Why do you think wild rabbits stay close to their warren 
while they are eating? Tick one box.

So they can easily run home if an enemy comes

Because the grass near their home is tasty

Because they like eating grass and small plants
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